This study investigates a variational method to determine the most representative shape of a set of knee kinematic curves with application to knee pathology classification. Although they provide essential information for pathology classification, knee kinematic curves are characterized by high intra-class variability and outliers are often present. As a result, a set of several measurement curves are acquired of any single individual which are then averaged before their use for pathology classification. Rather than using the average of an individual's recorded measurement curves, this method determines a better representative curve by first correcting the data to account for outliers occurrence and class variability using a variational method. The correction is performed by simultaneous minimization of a set of objective functions, one for each curve in the measurement set, and consisting of a weighed sum of two terms: a data term of conformity of the corrected curve to the given curve, and a regularization term of proximity of the corrected curve to the mean of all the corrected curves to inhibit the influence of outliers in the set. Validation tests were performed to discriminate between knee osteoarthritis data (OA) and non-OA data. Using a support vector machine, the classification accuracy with the proposed representation was 86%, with 81% sensitivity and 90% specificity, compared to 83% accuracy for the standard representation by average, with 76% sensitivity and 90% specificity. The representation has also been tested within the OA category to distinguish the femero-tibial patholgy from the femero-patellar, giving 76% accuracy, with 76% sensitivity and 76% specificity, compared to 69% accuracy, with 62% sensitivity and 76% specificity. These significant improvements by the proposed method warrant its further investigation by application to other biomedical engineering pattern classification problems and datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) knee kinematic data, measured during a walking session on a dedicated treadmill, consist of three types of curves describing the temporal variation during locomotion of the three fundamental angles of knee rotation: the flexion/extension angle, with respect to the sagittal plane, abduction/adduction angle, which is measured with respect to the frontal plane, and the internal/external angle, with respect to the transverse plane (as illustrated in Figure 1 ). The three angles of interest contain information essential to knee movement analysis for pathology diagnostic and can guide treatment plans. [1] [2] [3] [4] Although the measurements for these angles can be recorded accuratly in clinical settings, [5] they suffer of high variabilies. Indeed, the participant's angle variation pattern in time changes in general, sometimes significantly, from one cycle to another during locomotion, because of the uneven nature of a walker's cadence. This results in 3D kinematic curves of high variability, [6] and possibly affected by outliers [7] as illustrated in Figure 2 .
To account for the high variability, and for the occurrence of outliers, current studies use, for each participant, the average over the several curves, typically twenty to thirty, recorded from the participant during an extended walking task or the average over the curves that maximize the inter-class correlation index. [8, 9] This average curve becomes the participant's representative curve, to be used in subsequent investigations and analysis, for instance to assist in the diagnosis of knee pathologies such as affections by the osteoarthritis disease. [10] Because a simple average curve is notoriously sensitive to high variability in the data it summarizes, particularly when outliers occur, this study investigates whether one can find a better representative curve in the sense that it yields higher knee pathology classification accuracy. To this effect, it investigates a variational method which determines the most representative shape of a participant's kinematic data curves by averaging these after a correction that inhibits the impact of high variability and outlier occurrence. This correction is performed by minimizing simultaneous objective functions, one for each curve, consisting of a weighed sum of two terms: a data term for the corrected curve conformity to the original, recorded data curve, and a regularization term of proximity of the corrected curve to the mean of the corrected set of curves to inhibit the influence of outliers and high variability. Minimization of the simultaneous objective functions is done efficiently by particle swarm optimization, a method which, contrary to gradient descent, is generally robust to the presence of outlying data. [11] We have applied the resulting variational algorithm to knee osteoarthritis pathology classification in several experiments using distinct test data sets. The effectiveness of the algorithm was tested in terms of sensibility, specificity, and classification accuracy criteria. Comparative results show that the method improves significantly on existing schemes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the method including, the knee kinematic data collection, the objective function and its minimization by particle swarm optimization. The experimental results are described in Section 3 and the conclusion is given in Section 4. Figure 2 . A family of a participant's 25 knee kinematic data curves: (a) Flexion/extension, (b) Abduction/adduction, and (c) Internal/external rotation. Each curve was interpolated and re-sampled for 100 evenly spaced points (1% to 100% of a gait cycle, where 1% corresponds to the initial contact (IC) and 100% to the end of the swing phase)
METHOD

Knee kinematic data collection
The kinematic data were recorded, from each participant, with respect to the frontal, sagittal, and transverse planes during a conventional treadmill walking task at a self-selected comfortable speed. This was possible thanks to a knee marker attachment system, the KneeKG T M system (see Figure 3), which was installed on the participant's knee to record the 3D kinematics during 25 sec. [5] For each participant, a set of twenty or thirty knee kinematic data curves is collected. These curves are re-sampled at 1% to 100% of the gait cycle, therefore giving 100 measurement points. The re-sampled curves are then corrected to obtain the most representative curve. [12] Figure 3. Knee Kinematic data acquisition system
Knee kinematic data sets
The data come from knee osteoarthritis patients and healthy individuals. The data from the osteoarthritis patients (OA) is illustrated in Figure 4 which displays a set representation of the different categories of the disease considered in the experiments we performed. Osteoarthritis data composes the superset (OA) of the disease. In this superset, we distinguish two subsets: data from femero-tibial deseased joint category, abbreviated FT, data from femero-patellar diseased joint category, abbreviated FR. The union of FR and FT categories does not cover the OA superset since there are other types of knee joint diseases. The complement of the OA category is the N-OA category, which represents any knee condition, including healthy, that is not osteoarthritis. The first dataset (which we call DS1) is composed of data from the two categories, FR and FT just described. Only a small sample of 21 measurements is available for each category. The second used dataset (DS2) contains measurements from 21 knee osteoarthritis patients (called OA) and 21 participants without knee osteoarthritis (which we call N-OA). The demographic characteristics of DS1 are summarized in Table 1 and for DS2 is in Table 2 . Values are mean and standard deviation (SD) of each characteristic. 
Representative curve identification
We applied the variational method developed in this study to real-world knee kinematic data curves, and then used the class representative curves it determines in classification experiments involving knee osteoarthritis pathologies. Sensitivity, specificity, and classification accuracy criteria were used to evaluate the descriptive potency of the class representative curves. Here following are detailed descriptions of the data sets and the validation tests. 
Objective function
Let {d i , i = 1, · · · , n} be a family of n knee kinematic data curves, measured for a given participant, and {c i , i = 1, · · · , n} a corresponding family of corrected curves. As described earlier, a curve measures the temporal variation of one of the fundamental angles of knee rotation, and the purpose of corrections is to account for intra-class high variability and outlier occurrence which characterize the knee kinematic data.
Let µ = 1 n n j=1 c j be the mean of corrected curves {c i , i = 1, · · · , n}. The mean of the corrected curves becomes the participant's representative curve, to be used subsequently for classification.
In practice, curves are vectors of a number of points on their graph. The problem is to determine a family of corrected curves which minimize the following system of simultaneous functions: (1) where . designates the Euclidean norm, and ε is a real parameter to weigh the relative contribution of the two terms in the expression of functions ε i , i = 1, · · · , n. For each index, i = 1, · · · , n, the first term of ε i is a data term, to measure the conformity of the corrected curve to the originally measured data curve, and the second term is a regularization term, to draw the corrected curve toward the mean of the corrected curves.
Optimization
From a general point of view and top level organization, the iterative algorithm to minimize system (1) is as follows:
At each iteration k, of a total number kmax of iterations, the mean µ, which serves subsequently to represent the class of the data curves of interest, is computed using the curves c i of the previous iteration k − 1. Therefore, the minimization of ε i at each step does not involve the mean curve as a variable. The gradient descent necessary conditions for a minimum of ε i with respect to correction curves c i can be written easily. However, 3D kinematic data is notoriously prone to the presence of outliers. For this kind of data, particle swarm optimization (PSO) [13] [14] [15] is much more efficient because, contrary to gradient descent, it is robust to the presence of outlying data. [7] PSO is a stochastic optimization algorithm which uses a set of evolving solutions, which are variables of the type of a data curve, called particles, which it iteratively modifies toward a minimizer of system (1). The standard version of the PSO algorithm is detailed in [16] and computer programs are available from several different sources.
Given the task we want to perform, namely to correct a set of n curves to minimize (1), we will use PSO in an opportunistic way by having the correction curves {c i }| n 1 be the particles (Algorithm 2). We can, conveniently, initialize the evolving correction curves to the given data curves {d i }| n 1 and then evolve them according to a common PSO procedure, [17] using the following update rule, for i = 1, · · · , n In these expressions, b i and g respectively, the best performing particle i so far (i.e., at the current iteration k) and best overall particle. These operations are embedded in the following pseudo program, where s is a boolean variable to be true when the corrected curves have changed too little at the current iteration, according to some threshold in Algorithm 2.
Data curve representation validation
The descriptive potency of the proposed knee kinematic curve representation will be tested via classification experiments involving knee osteoarthritis pathologies. The evaluated criteria are sensitivity, specificity, and classification accuracy. We used four different classifiers: K-nearest neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and a Support vector machine (SVM).
Classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
The classification accuracy (τ ), sensitivity(Se), and specificity (Sp) are defined as follows: (6) where T P is the number of true positives, T N is the number of true negatives, F P is the number of false positives, and F N is the number of false negatives. For OA and N-OA data example, T P is the number of OA participants correctly classified as OA patients and F P is the number of non-OA participants correctly classified as non-OA patients.
The classification results were evaluated by leave-one-out cross validation, as is generally done in classification accuracy evaluation, consisting of using one sample for validation, and the others for learning, for all possible choices of the test sample, and finally averaging the corresponding classification accuracies.
Comparisons
We compared the performance of the curve representation determined by our method to the benchmark representation by the average curve used in the litterature. [7] The classification experiments were done using the four different classifiers, i.e., K-nearest neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and a Support vector machine (SVM). We tested with the two datasets described earlier, DS1 and DS2. The details and the results are given subsequently.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data was collected from different participants, each described by a set of twenty or thirty measurement repetitions. For each participant, the set of curves are corrected using the proposed variational method. The mean of the corrected curves is then taken to be the participant's representative curve. The tests were conducted using the data sets DS1, composed of 21 FR and 21 FT patients, and DS2, which contains measurements from 21 knee OA patients and 21 N-OA participants. Figure 5 illustrates, for one participant from DS1, twenty such measured curves (blue curves) and their representative shape (red curve) as determined by the proposed variational method. Figure 6 shows on the same graph, for visual comparison, an example of the proposed representation and the benchmark average curve, for each of the three planes of the reference system associated with a knee. The representative data curve determined by the proposed method is drawn in red and the benchmark average data curve in blue. We can see that the difference between the two curves is at places significant. Figure 5 shows the high variability and the occurrence of outliers that the data curves of one participant, in blue, exhibit. Since an average is sensitive to high variability and outlying measurements, this example foretells the problems that might occur in classification when a subject's data curves are summarized by their average. The proposed variational method determines the most representative shape of a participant's data curves by averaging these after a correction that inhibits the impact of high variability and outlier occurrence. One can note in Figure 6 that the proposed representation is smoother at places than the average curve. Figure 5 . Knee kinematic data curves from DS1 of a particular participant: (a) Flexion/extension, (b) Abduction/adduction, and (c) Internal/external rotation. The blue curves show the family of measured kinematic data and the red curve corresponds to the computed most representative shape using the variational method Figure 6 . Knee kinematic data curves for a particular participant from DS1. The blue curve represents the average of the measured kinematic data and the red curve corresponds to the representative shape obtained by the proposed variational method As explained in Section 2.5, the effectiveness of the representative shape is evaluated in terms of classification performance and tested using four classification methods: KNN, NB, DA, and SVM. Algorithms are implemented using Matlab software (Mathworks). These classification experiments use FR and FT datasets, DS1, to distinguish FT from FR, and tha dataset DS2, of OA and N-OA data, to distinguish OA from N-OA. Table 3 summarizes the results of the four classification methods and presents a comparison in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. These results compare the criteria evaluated using the proposed method of data representation (variational method) and the benchmark average curve. In practically all cases, the classification rates are higher with the proposed method of representation. SVM classification gives the best results for both representations. The classification accuracy is 76% on DS1 and 86% on DS2 for the proposed representation, against, respectively, 69% and 76% for the representation by averaging. The corresponding sensitivities and specificities can be read off (see Table 3 ). In general, the proposed representation improves significantly on the standard representation by averaging. 
CONCLUSION
This study investigated a variational method to determine the most representative shape of a family of curves and applied it to kinematic data curves in the context of knee pathologies classification. Rather than using the average of an individual's recorded measurement curves, this method determined a better representative curve by first correcting the data to account for outlier occurrence and class variability. The correction was performed by simultaneous minimization of a set of objective functions, one for each curve in the measurement set, and consisting of a weighed sum of two terms: a data term of conformity of the corrected curve to the given curve, and a regularization term of proximity of the corrected curve to the mean of all the corrected curves to inhibit the influence of outliers in the set. We applied the method to elicit the representation shape of knee 3D movement and used it in knee pathology classification. In the comparative experimentation, several benchmark classifiers were used, namely K-nearest neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and Support vector machines (SVM), and their performance was compared when they used the representative data curve determined by the proposed variational method and a direct average of a participant's measurement curves. The experiments were performed on two different data sets collected from healthy individuals and knee osteoarthritis patients with distinguished knee diseases. The results showed that the proposed representation outperformed the benchmark representation by averaging, and warrant further investigation by applications to other biomedical engineering pattern classification problems and datasets.
